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Court Examines What Is Trivial Or Significant Defect

The Court of Appeals recently

son described the metal object as

dential

heard three appeals in which

being screwed on the concrete. An

There were five risers with four

they reviewed what is a trivial

employee of Sheridan’s counsel

step treads made of terrazzo, 12

and what is a significant defect
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Supreme Court granted summary
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of the three cases.
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Court Examines What Is Trivial Or Significant Defect Cont’d
Plaintiff’s engineer won the bat-

60-watt light bulb, that she was
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Notice Important To Disclaim Coverage

In this Appellate Division, First

was required to procure insur-

denial but sent Rockville a copy

Department case entitled Endur-

ance for the date of loss. The

of this letter.

ance Am. Specialty Ins. Co. v

Utica policy also contained an

Rockville, on behalf of Endur-

Utica First Ins. Co., 2015 NY Slip

exclusion for bodily injuries sus-

ance and Adelphi tendered its

Op 07329, the court obligated the

tained by an employee of any in-

defense and indemnity to Utica in

insurer to defend and indemnify

sured, or by contractors or em-

a letter dated May 10, 2012 and

plaintiffs in the underlying action

ployees of contractors “hired or

noted the CFC contract with

after Supreme Court, declared

retained by or for any insured.”

Adelphi. Another tender letter

that the insurer had no such

There was additional insured cov-

was sent on November 20, 2012.

duty.

erage triggered when there was a

On January 25, 2013, Rockville,

There was an accident on Octo-

written contract and when the

on behalf of Adelphi, sent Utica a

ber 16, 2011 in which an em-

claim arose out of the insured’s

copy of the contract that trig-

ployee of defendant CFC Contrac-

work; however coverage did not

gered the blanket endorsement.

tor Group, Inc., allegedly suffered

apply to any employee of any in-

Utica received the letter on Janu-

injuries in the course of his work.

sured.

ary 28, 2013 and responded to

The employee commenced an ac-
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Adelphi on January 29 that the

Adelphi

exclusion precludes coverage to it
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Restoration Corp., among others,

and to CFC, however, Adelphi

coverage.

to seek recovery for his injuries.

contends the timing of Utica’s

Utica’s disclaimer of November

disclaimer precludes Utica from

21, 2011 to its named insured,

denying it coverage.

defendant CFC, did not consti-

tion

against

plaintiff

Adelphi commenced a thirdparty action against CFC seeking

exclusion

precluded

contribution, common-law indem-

Notice was first received by

tute notice to the additional in-

nification, contractual indemnifi-

Utica on November 16, 2011 from

sured, Adelphi, under Insurance

cation, damages for breach of con-

Rockville Risk Management, the

Law Section 3420(d)(2). The court
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third-party

for
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reimbursement of attorney’s fees

plaintiff

Endurance

American

Section 3420(d)(2) and applicable

and costs in current in defending

Specialty

Company,

Adelphi’s

case law why Utica should have

the employee’s action.

insured. Utica informed CFC that

disclaimed

The Utica policy contained an

it was denying coverage for the

knowing the applicability of the

additional insured endorsement

accident in a letter dated Novem-

employee exclusion. To read the

conferring additional insured cov-

ber 21, 2011. Utica cited the em-

case in its entirety, please click

erage on entities for which CFC

ployee exclusion. Utica did not

on the link below.

administrator

inform Adelphi directly of the
http://www.nycourts.gov/reporter/3dseries/2015/2015_07329.htm

immediately

upon
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Solar Panels Insurance Coverage
Solar panels are becoming more

solar panels on their building or

residential solar panel installa-

prevalent in our daily lives. More

property. Moreover, it is signifi-

tions may require property, gen-

people are attaching them to the

cant for an insurer to know

eral liability and environmental

buildings that house their busi-

whether an insured with solar

risk insurance. In geographic ar-

nesses and to their residences.

panels has an obligation to insure

eas subject to natural disaster,

Many people put them on the

the solar panels. This can be done

other

lawn or elsewhere on their prop-

by becoming familiar with the

earthquakes or hurricanes may

erty. These solar panels, officially

terms of the contract between the

be needed.

known as “photovoltaic (PV) sys-

insured and the provider of the

tems”, serve a great need for re-

solar panels.

additional

coverage

for

A typical general liability policy
that covers the policyholder for
death or injury to people or dam-

newable energy. However, the
issue of insurance coverage

age to property owned by

for the solar panels as well

third parties would re-

as its availability is compli-

spond on behalf of the

cated. While the insurance

system owner, if the solar

market for these solar pan-

panels caused such injury

els is rapidly emerging and

or damage to a third

evolving, there is still a long

party. Rooftop installa-

way to go to have a thor-

tions carry higher dam-

ough understanding of the

age exposure than solar

insurance coverage needed

panels

for solar panels.

where on the property.

mounted

else-

The lack of familiarity with the

In general, non-residential so-

Property insurance covers dam-

technology behind solar panels,

lar panel installations require

age to or loss of property for the

no available loss data and lack of

more types of insurance than

property owner.

information

products,

residential applications. Which

makes it difficult for insurers to

insurance is needed will be deter-

know what to offer and at what

mined by who is purchasing the

price . There is a perceived risk of

system and their role as it relates

higher exposure in the insurance

to the solar panel system.

about

industry when an insured has

For

system

owners,

non-

Continued Next Page
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Solar Panels Insurance Coverage Cont’d

In the case of a solar panel

Environmental risk insurance

Landowners will be subject to

installation, the manufacturer’s

will indemnify the owner of the

varying risks depending on the

warranty will provide some lim-

solar panels for environmental

requirements of the contract,

ited coverage from failure and

damage from pollution and for

which will determine what in-

defects. The owner of the solar

harm to others resulting from it.

surance they need.

panels will need protection from

There are a variety of policies

Residential solar panel sys-

further risks to the solar panel

which include coverage for un-

tems can typically be covered by

such as destruction or theft of

known pollution and liability,

a homeowners policy.

the panel components.

business interruption, transpor-

As this emerging issue contin-

Where natural disasters pre-

tation claims, transfer of risk for

ues to evolve, the URB Insider

sent a greater exposure to a so-

existing pollution claims, cost

will continue periodically to con-

lar

addi-

stopgap for clean up and restora-

tain articles on this subject and

tional coverage may be needed

tion and development of known

the developments related to it.

from endorsements or another

polluted sites.

panel

installation,

policy.

From The URB Forms Catalog
insured premises.

the FL and SF forms series.

available to serve a variety of

ML-185 Ed. 12/05 Automatic

ML-124 Ed. 8/13 Roof Surface

product needs. Some of the forms

Inflation

Actual Cash Value Loss Set-

you may want to adopt for use

the term of the policy, Cover-

tlement

are:

ages A, B, C, and D will be

Hail)—the Replacement Cost

Under-

increased on the annual re-

Provision does not apply to a

ground Utility Line Endorse-

newal date by the average

roof surface loss caused by

ment—this form provides cov-

percentage change factor of

windstorm or hail and repair

erage for direct physical loss

the construction cost index

or replacement will be made

to underground utility line

used in the company’s cur-

at actual cash value. A simi-

covered

is

rent replacement cost estima-

lar form is available for use

caused by an underground

tor. A similar form is avail-

with policies in the FL and

utility line occurrence at the

able for use with policies in

SF form series.

URB has many different forms

ML-342

Ed.

7/14

property

that

Protection—during

(Windstorm

or
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URB Combined Companies
Average Homeowners Policy Value For 2014

Zone

Overall

RC Overall

ACV Overall

($)

($)

($)

1.1

155,602

170,250

101,669

1.2

175,943

198,098

118,339

1.3

169,854

195,251

100,438

1.4

188,389

199,815

117,200

1.5

158,642

177,892

100,915

1.6

173,888

194,967

105,517

1.7

242,026

247,433

149,500

1.8

213,161

224,442

145,947

1.9

209,205

221,033

101,429

2

164,702

196,065

106,623

3

345,521

346,198

138,000

4

357,491

357,833

231,000

5

82,501

198,750

51,750

6

415,947

419,480

312,501

7

425,586

431,094

78,750

8

398,068

401,819

302,501

9

354,694

355,548

186,251

10

345,355

347,046

198,930

Editor’s Note: If your Company submits statistics to URB and you would like to have your Company’s
numbers computed, please contact URB.

The SF Forms continue to be a work in progress. URB has
updated the base forms from the input received at the forms
meeting in May, 2015 and the changes are under review.
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